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The days of dominant manufacturers dictating the game to obedient retailers are long gone.When parties believe they
have equal bargaining power, negotiations end in deadlockmore frequently and result in conflict delistings wherein the
manufacturers’ brands get removed from the retailers’ assortments. This might cause major sales losses as
consumers are forced to change stores or brands. The authors study both parties’ vulnerabilities by investigating
their market share shifts during a highly publicized real-life conflict delisting executed by a major retailer against a
major manufacturer, involving multiple brands and categories. Generally, both parties lost sales, yet the retailer was
the most vulnerable party. Manufacturer-brand and retailer-assortment characteristics moderated both parties’
vulnerability: the manufacturer and retailer became respectively less and more vulnerable when a high-equity
brand was delisted in a small assortment. Both parties lost more in necessity than in impulse categories. The
authors additionally investigate long-term consequences that occurred after the conflict was settled: the retailer’s
market share recovered to the predelisting level, whereas the manufacturer’s share underwent a long-term level rise.
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O nly a few decades ago, large and dominant manu-
facturers could easily impose prices and other buying
conditions on typically small retailers in a fragmented

retailer landscape (Ailawadi, Borin, and Farris 1995). Over
time, retailers have gained bargaining power and have altered
the retailer–manufacturer relationships thanks to the rise of store
brands, the scarcity in shelf space (product proliferation), and
the availability of scanner data (Ailawadi et al. 2010; Farris
andAilawadi 1992;Kadiyali, Chintagunta, andVilcassim 2000;
Messinger and Narasimhan 1995). Instead of being at the beck
and call of all-powerful manufacturers, retailers now can stick
to their guns during negotiations. As a counterbalance to large
manufacturers bringing their highly popular brands into the
game (Soberman and Parker 2006), retailers can force manu-
facturers to cooperate by leveraging their final decision about
which items to carry in their assortments (Dukes, Geylani, and
Srinivasan 2009). The interdependency, and the often con-
flicting interests of retailers and manufacturers, can cause
major clashes between parties with equal bargaining power

that can fairly be called “titans” (Gaski 1984; Rosenberg and
Stern 1971).

When a clash of the titans is set on a collision course,
retailers as well as manufacturers can decide to delist the
manufacturers’ brand(s) from the retailers’ assortment. We re-
fer to these delistings as “conflict delistings.” In case of dis-
agreement, manufacturers can decide to stop distributing their
brand(s) via a specific retailer, and retailers can likewise delist
all items of a manufacturer’s brand(s) from the assortment
(Sloot and Verhoef 2008). Business press articles confirm that
conflict delistings frequently occur when parties fail to agree on
terms and conditions. For example, in 2009, Colgate-Palmolive
decided to remove all of its products from the shelves of the
Philippine grocery store SM because of disputes over terms of
trade (Isip 2009). In November 2010, Costco, the third-biggest
retailer in the United States, decided to cease stocking Coke,
Sprite, Fanta, Powerade, andDasani products because the Coca-
Cola Company did not satisfy Costco’s request to lower its
prices (Ritson 2010). Other conflict delisting examples include
the decision of toy shop Fun in 2009 to stop offering Mattel’s
Barbie because of the manufacturer’s unacceptable price
increase (Lecluyse 2011). The media attention typically ac-
companying conflict delistings triggers consumer awareness,
making it very likely that consumers take this information into
consideration even before their shopping trip starts.

Draganska, Klapper, and Villas-Boas (2010) point out that
if both parties seem to have equal bargaining power, it becomes
unclear who gains the upper hand when negotiations run
aground. In a conflict delisting, both parties may get hurt
because they both risk sales losses. Themagnitude of these sales
losses, and thus the retailer’s and/or manufacturer’s vulner-
ability in the conflict, depends on the decisions made by the
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consumer. When confronted with a delisting, consumers are
forced to adjust their purchase behavior by either changing
stores or changing brands (Sloot and Verhoef 2008). If the
consumer decides to switch stores in an attempt to buy the
delisted brand elsewhere, the retailer becomes vulnerable and
loses sales that would have been generated for the delisted
brand. If the consumer instead decides to choose another brand
from the same category at the afflicted store, the manufacturer
becomes vulnerable and loses the sales that would have been
generated at the afflicted retailer. These sales losses give an
insight in a party’s true bargaining position—a necessary
antecedent to bargaining power—which is assumed to be
weaker the more a party loses in case of failure of negotiations
(Dukes, Gal-Or, and Srinivasan 2006).

In this study, we investigate the sales consequences of a
highly publicized real-life conflict wherein a major retailer
decided to delist all of a major manufacturer’s brands due to
price negotiations turning sour. This unique natural field
experiment involved 47 categories, ranging from cleaning to
health and beauty care and food. Multiple low- and high-
equity brands from the manufacturer were offered and were
then, consequently, delisted. In total, there were 59 brand-
category cases. The wide range of brands and categories in-
volved in this exciting natural field experiment allows us to
tackle three research objectives. The first objective is to shed
light on who was more (less) vulnerable during the conflict
delisting. To do so, we study the changes in brand and retailer
share resulting from the conflict delisting to better understand
the retailer’s and the manufacturer’s vulnerability. The
second objective is to shed light on the potential factors that
explain cross-category and cross-brand variation in manu-
facturer and retailer vulnerability. Therefore, we investigate
whether and how antecedents related to the delisted brands
(e.g., brand equity), to the afflicted retailer’s assortment (e.g.,
assortment size) and to intrinsic category characteristics (e.g.,
necessity/impulse) may explain the differences in brand and
retailer share changes across the different (brand-) category
cases. As a third objective, we assess what happened after the
conflict’s settlement by investigating the long-term impact of
the conflict delisting for both involved parties.

Even though conflict delistings occur with increasing fre-
quency in practice, our study is, to the best of our knowledge,
the first to systematically investigate the consequences of such a
power battle on the market positions of both parties during as
well as after the delisting period. This research extends prior
studies on the power balance between manufacturers and
retailers and introduces conflict delistings as a new type of
product unavailability in the literature. Previous studies on
retailer–manufacturer power in the grocery retailing context
have been mainly based on game theory, surveys, or general
account data. We are the first to investigate the sales con-
sequences resulting from drastic measures (in this case, de-
listing) taken by one party in a retailer–manufacturer power
battle.We also contribute to the product unavailability literature
by systematically investigating drivers that can explain dif-
ferences across (brand-) category cases in the setting of a
conflict delisting. Conclusions regarding drivers confirmed in
prior product unavailability studies cannot directly be trans-
ferred to a conflict delisting situation because of major

contextual differences. Applying these drivers in the unique
and distinct context of a conflict delisting allows us to deter-
mine under which manufacturer-brand, retailer-assortment, and
category conditions the retailer or manufacturer maintains or
losesmarket position relative to the other players in themarket.
In this way, we increase the generalizability of our findings to
other situations in which a retailer or manufacturer decides to
carry out a delisting.

Our results will also be beneficial for industry practitioners.
Both retailers and manufacturers will gain a better under-
standing of their market position, and especially of the impact
of the moderating characteristics that explain under which
conditions each party is more vulnerable during the conflict
delisting situation. This, along with the insight into the long-
term impact of the conflict delisting, is important information
that both parties can bring to the negotiation table or use to
design an appropriate strategywhen confrontedwith a delisting.

This article is organized as follows: First, we give an
overview of previous literature on retailer–manufacturer power
relationships and product unavailability. These literature
streams are brought together and form the basis of our con-
ceptual framework as the product unavailability under study
results from a power game gone wrong. Next, the models, data
set, and results are presented that shed light on the retailer’s and
the manufacturer’s vulnerability during the conflict delisting.
Subsequently, we focus on the long-term consequences after
the clash has come to an end. To conclude, we summarize the
findings and managerial implications and discuss our limi-
tations and directions for future research.

The Retailer–Manufacturer Power
Balance

The topic of the retailer–manufacturer power balance has
attracted marketing researchers from different streams. They
have studied the issue from both an aggregated and a dis-
aggregated perspective and have used differentmethodologies.

Studies that use aggregate industry-level financial and
account data, such as trends in relative profitability, financial
and stock market measures, and exercised (economic value
added) and potential (market value added) market power
measures, do not find empirical support for a power balance
shift in favor of the retailer (Ailawadi 2001; Ailawadi, Borin,
and Farris 1995; Bloom and Perry 2001; Farris and Ailawadi
1992; Messinger and Narasimhan 1995). According to these
studies, the retailer performance did not improve over time
relative to manufacturer performance, which is interpreted as
evidence that retailer power did not increase (Messinger and
Narasimhan 1995). However, these financial performance
measures on the industry level might be too aggregate to
give a clear view of the potential power shift. Environmental
factors, such as the competitiveness of the market, may
obstruct such aggregate performance measures.

Studies that base their analyses on game-theoretic princi-
ples use a more disaggregated view to provide insights into
the retailer–manufacturer power balance. Results from these
studies are mixed. Kadiyali, Chintagunta, and Vilcassim (2000)
find evidence for extensive retailer power in two fast-moving
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consumer goods markets on the basis of the estimated division
of channel profits. Draganska, Klapper, andVillas-Boas (2010),
in contrast, estimate the bargaining power of six retailers and
seven national brands in the German ground-coffee market and
conclude that the bargaining power lies mainly with the
manufacturer. An important reason for these seemingly con-
tradictory results is the finding that the retailer–manufacturer
power balance depends on the characteristics of the retail
environment (Draganska andKlapper 2007) and the negotiation
partner (Draganska, Klapper, and Villas-Boas 2010). Although
these structural analyses have shed a new light on the power
balance question, an important limitation of models that use
game-theoretical principles is that the results are conditional on
the underlying assumptions.

Finally, several marketing channel studies use survey in-
struments to assess the self-perceptions of the various channel
members with respect to power and its performance con-
sequences (e.g., El-Ansary and Stern 1972; Geyskens and
Steenkamp 2001; Geyskens, Steenkamp, and Kumar 1999).
They develop the definition, dimensions, bases, and measure-
ment of power from a firm-level dyad (individual supplier
vs. channel member) (Ailawadi 2001) and establish a clear link
between perceived power and satisfaction of the channel mem-
bers (Geyskens and Steenkamp 2001; Geyskens, Steenkamp,
and Kumar 1999). Notwithstanding its lower external validity
concerns and much more disaggregated perspective on the
power balance between two parties, survey research has a
high risk of measurement errors (e.g., social desirability), a
feature especially harmful in sensitive situations such as
retailer–manufacturer negotiations and conflict delistings.

The conflict delisting situation that we investigate allows us
to take yet another perspective on the issue of bargaining power.
Given the potential sales risks associated with a delisting,
negotiations will probably only result in a conflict delisting
when both players believe themselves to be powerful. Hence,
studying the sales consequences of a power battle and the
resulting conflict delisting situation offers a useful context to
assess who is less/more vulnerable and thus who, in hindsight,
truly held the strongest position. In this study, we take a dis-
aggregate look at the power balance and focus on the observed
consumers’ reactions to the conflict. Thereby, we not only alle-
viate previously raised concerns about external validity and survey
measurement errors but also turn the focus to another—currently
neglected—party in the power balance discussion. Indeed, as the
final decision maker in the purchasing process, the consumer
plays a key role in designatingwhich is themore vulnerable party,
taking into account all players in the market.

Product Unavailability
When a conflict delisting results in the removal of all items of
a manufacturer’s brand(s) from a retailer’s shelves, consumers
have to deal with the unavailability of those products. A con-
flict delisting therefore shows resemblances with other prod-
uct unavailability situations, such as an out-of-stock (OOS)
situation, a permanent assortment reduction (PAR), or a brand
delisting (BD), that have been studied extensively in the lit-
erature (e.g., Campo, Gijsbrechts, and Nisol 2000, 2004; Sloot
and Verhoef 2008). Nevertheless, findings of these studies are

not immediately transferable to a conflict delisting context be-
cause of important differences among the different product un-
availability types. We summarize these differences in Table 1.

Whereas anOOS is typically not intended by the retailer and
usually pertains to one stockkeeping unit (SKU) in one cat-
egory, conflict delistings are deliberately executed and cover
several brands in several categories, depending on the offering
of the afflicted manufacturer. This could affect a consumer’s
decision to switch stores or brands because the consequences
of a conflict delisting might concern multiple products of the
consumer’s shopping basket. Conflict delistings further differ
from most other forms of product unavailability in that high-
equity brands get delisted as well. Consumers might more
strongly react to the unavailability of such high-equity brands,
compared with low-equity brands that are removed from the
shelves for operational reasons (which is usually the case for
BDs and PARs) and whose absence might be unnoticed by the
large majority of consumers (Campo, Gijsbrechts, and Nisol
2000; Sloot and Verhoef 2008).

Moreover, in contrast to other types of product unavail-
ability, the question of who is to blame gets highlighted much
more for a conflict delisting. A consumer’s decision to switch
stores or brands in such a situation may therefore seem like
choosing sides with either the retailer or the manufacturer.
Unlike the other product unavailability types, conflict delist-
ings also receive a lot of media attention, which results in a
high consumer awareness before they step into the store. This
could also affect consumers’ reactions to the conflict delisting.

Lastly, unlike PARs and BDs, conflict delistings are usually
not permanent, although the length of the unavailability tends to
be unpredictable because it lasts until the conflict is settled.
Sloot and Verhoef (2008) find that consumers in a BD situation
are triggered to either stay loyal to the brand (and thus switch
stores) or stay loyal to the store (and thus switch brands).
Primary demand reactions, such as the decision to postpone the
purchase of the item until the next shopping occasion or the
decision to cancel the purchase, are less likely to happen in BD
situations. Other studies on product unavailability have indi-
cated that in BD situations, postponement or cancellation occur
less often than brand or store switching (Campo, Gijsbrechts,
and Nisol 2000; Sloot and Verhoef 2008; Verhoef and Sloot
2010), and we expect this to be especially true for situations
where the unavailability is long and unpredictable, such aswhen
conflict delisting occurs. Moreover, these reactions are not very
informative on the question of who is more or less vulnera-
ble because both the retailer and manufacturer may experi-
ence negative consequences of postponement and cancellation
behavior (Verhoef and Sloot 2010).

Conceptual Framework
To quantify the manufacturer’s and the retailer’s vulnerability
following a conflict delisting, we look at the changes in brand
and retailer share between the periods during and before the
conflict delisting. The threat of losing sales puts both parties in a
vulnerable position, and once the conflict delisting is executed,
their fate lies in the hands of the consumer. Yet, each party has
advantages that may act as a buffer (i.e., minimize potential
negative effects) in a conflict delisting, thus making the party
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less vulnerable. The selection of drivers in our conceptual
framework is based on prior literature outlining the power of
retailers and manufacturers as well as research on product
unavailability reactions, both discussed in the previous sections.
The particular context of a conflict delisting offers the oppor-
tunity to integrate insights of these literature streams and en-
ables us to study drivers that were previously studied separately
or in a completely different context.

Prior power balance and product unavailability literature
(e.g., Ailawadi et al. 2010; Campo, Gijsbrechts, andNisol 2000;
Draganska and Klapper 2007; Sloot and Verhoef 2008) has
suggested three characteristics that are pertinent in the context
of a conflict delisting (see Figure 1): drivers related to the
delisted brand (manufacturer-brand characteristics), drivers re-
lated to the set of alternatives available in the affected category at
the retail store (retailer-assortment characteristics), and drivers
intrinsically related to the category (category characteristics).1

Product unavailability literature has highlighted the
importance of brand equity and assortment size (Campo,

Gijsbrechts, and Nisol 2000; Sloot and Verhoef 2008). Indeed,
the manufacturer’s strength during a conflict delisting can
depend on the popularity of the delisted brand(s), which we
refer to as brand equity. Retailers, in contrast, can rely on their
product assortment size in a retailer–manufacturer power battle.
The assortment size provides insight into how large or how
small the assortment is in terms of brands, which also indicates
how easy it may be for the consumer to find an acceptable
alternative for the delisted brand at the afflicted retailer. The
power balance literature has suggested the retailer’s private label
and both parties’ promotional strategies as further potential
weapons in the battle between retailers and manufacturers
(Ailawadi et al. 2010). We therefore take into account the
assortment’s private label share because store brandsmay play a
major role in the assumed manufacturer–retailer power shift
(Ailawadi et al. 2010). In addition, we include the brand’s deal
frequency (Nijs et al. 2001) as a manufacturer-brand
characteristic and its counterpart, the assortment’s deal fre-
quency, as a retailer-assortment characteristic. Regarding cat-
egory characteristics, we focus on the “necessity” versus
“impulse” nature of the categories (as suggested by Sloot,
Verhoef, and Franses 2005). The media attention triggered by a
conflict delisting may influence consumers’ decisions before
they visit the store and thus may have other repercussions on
categories that are bought in a whim versus categories for which
the purchase is planned in advance. For each of these charac-
teristics, we detail below our expectations on their impact on
the retailer’s and manufacturer’s vulnerability.

TABLE 1
Different Types of Product Unavailability

Out of Stock (OOS)
Permanent Assortment

Reduction (PAR) Brand Delisting (BD) Conflict Delisting (CD)

Planned vs.
unexpected

Unexpected (caused by,
e.g., inefficient
replenishment)

Planned (caused by, e.g.,
operational factors)

Planned (caused by, e.g.,
operational factors)

Planned (caused by a
conflict between retailer
and manufacturer)

Number of
categories
involved

One category (multiple
OOSs can occur within the
same store)

One category (multiple
PARs can occur within the
same store)

One category Multiple categories (unless
manufacturer serves one
category only)

Level of
unavailability

SKU/brand SKU (usually multiple
items of different brands),
typically low-equity brands

Brand (all items of the
same brand), typically low-
equity brands

Brand (all items of the
same brand), high- as well
as low-equity brands

Consumer
awareness

In store (consumer
recognizes an OOS when
encountering an empty
shelf in the store)

In store (consumer
becomes aware after
minimum of one store visit)

In store (consumer
becomes aware after
minimum of one store visit)

Before store visit
(consumer becomes
aware before store visit
because a CD typically
receives extensive media
attention)

Time span Short-term unavailability
(temporary, typically 1–2
days)

Long-term unavailability
(permanent)

Long-term unavailability
(permanent)

Term of unavailability
unknown (until the conflict
is resolved, typically longer
than OOS and shorter than
PAR or BD)

References Campo, Gijsbrechts, and
Nisol (2000); Fitzsimons
(2000); Sloot, Verhoef, and
Franses (2005); Verhoef
and Sloot (2010)

Campo, Gijsbrechts, and
Nisol (2004); Dukes,
Geylani, and Srinivasan
(2009); Sloot, Fok, and
Verhoef (2006)

Sloot and Verhoef (2008);
Wiebach and Hildebrandt
(2012)

This study

1While the selection of characteristics is mainly guided by
insights from the power balance and the product unavailability
literature streams, our data set at hand on the natural experiment
involving one manufacturer and one retailer, together with our
methodological choice for aggregated models, put limits on the use
of other characteristics such as consumer characteristics (store
distance, shopping frequency) or store characteristics (store type),
as suggested by previous research of, respectively, Campo,
Gijsbrechts, and Nisol (2000) and Sloot and Verhoef (2008).
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Manufacturer-Brand Characteristics

Brand equity. The equity of a brand, represented by its
market share in the category prior to the delisting, indicates how
favorably the customer responds to (the marketing of) the brand
(Aaker 1996;Keller 1993).Higher brand equity typically results
in higher quality perceptions and higher customer preferences,
making consumersmore likely to purchase the brand (Chandon,
Wansink, and Laurent 2000). This is particularly the case in a
grocery-shopping context, wherein consumers exhibit limited
information processing and search effort (Amato and Amato
2009). Consequently, consumers are more committed to high-
equity brands (Bansal, Irving, and Taylor 2004), which gives a
high-equity brand’s manufacturer a dominant power position
over the retailer (Porter 1974). Prior research has confirmed that
the unavailability of high- versus low-equity brands leads to less
brand switching and more store switching (Sloot and Verhoef
2008; Sloot, Verhoef, and Franses 2005). This insight, com-
bined with the high likelihood of consumers being aware of the
conflict delisting before their store visit takes place because of
media attention to the situation, leads to following hypothesis:

H1: When a delisted brand holds a high versus a low equity, (a)
retailers are more vulnerable, and (b) manufacturers are less
vulnerable.

Brand deal frequency. Abrand’s deal frequency is defined
as the proportion of times a brand is found on sale (Bell, Chang,
and Padmanabhan 1999; Nijs et al. 2001) in the period before
the delisting. Brands with a high deal frequency are more likely
to attract deal-prone customers, who tend to buy the brand
because of the promotional deal (i.e., an external cue) rather than
its intrinsic brand characteristics (Mazursky, LaBarbera, and
Aiello 1987). This observation could affect the retailer’s and
manufacturer’s vulnerability positions in the event of a conflict
delisting. Retailers might benefit when a delisted brand has a

high deal frequency because the consumer is less reluctant to
buy an alternative brand (they may have bought the delisted
brand previously just because of the sales). Manufacturers, on
the other hand, might benefit in categories in which deal fre-
quency is low and consumers do not have monetary incentives
to try new brands. Sloot and Verhoef (2008) back this as-
sumption by finding a positive effect of promotional buying
on brand switching in the event of a brand delisting. In our
setting, we expect the following:

H2: When a delisted brand is on deal more versus less frequently,
(a) retailers are less vulnerable, and (b)manufacturers aremore
vulnerable.

Retailer-Assortment Characteristics

Assortment size. The size of an assortment is denoted by
the number of brands offered in a category at the retailer
compared with the average number of brands offered by
competing retailers (see Sloot and Verhoef 2008), in the period
prior to the delisting. A large assortment provides the consumer
with a large number of alternatives in case the consumer’s
favorite product is unavailable (Fitzsimons 2000; Sloot and
Verhoef 2008; Wiebach and Hildebrandt 2012), which favors
the retailer. Furthermore, a larger assortmentmay draw a greater
number of customers to the retailer, increasing the power
position of the retailer even more (Draganska and Klapper
2007). This idea is supported by negative effects of assortment
reductions on category sales (Borle et al. 2005; Sloot, Fok, and
Verhoef 2006), as well as the finding that less store switching
andmore brand switching occurswhen a productwithin a large
assortment becomes unavailable (Sloot andVerhoef 2008). On
the basis of these findings, we expect the following:

H3: When a delisting takes place in a category with a large versus
small retailer’s assortment, (a) retailers are less vulnerable, and
(b) manufacturers are more vulnerable.

FIGURE 1
Conceptual Framework

Manufacturer
Vulnerability 

Retailer
Vulnerability 

Manufacturer-Brand
Characteristics 

Brand equity
Brand deal frequency

Category Type
Necessity/impulse

ΔBrand Share

ΔRetailer Share

Retailer-Assortment
Characteristics

Assortment size
Private label share 
Assortment deal frequency
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Share of private label brands. The share of private labels
in a retailer’s assortment is defined as the volume sold for all
private label brands relative to the total volume sold in the
category at the afflicted retailer (Fader and Lodish 1990), in the
period before the conflict delisting. In recent years, the intro-
duction of private labels has been suggested as a strong weapon
for retailers in their negotiations with manufacturers because of
the private labels’ higher retail margins and positive influence
on store loyalty (Ailawadi et al. 2010). Meza and Sudhir (2010)
conclude that the presence of private labels in the assortment
increases the retailer’s bargaining power. Thanks to the in-
creasing value perception of private label brands (Geyskens,
Gielens, and Gijsbrechts 2010), combined with their lower
price relative to national brands, private labels have become
acceptable alternatives to purchase. In other words, when the
consumer faces a certain brand’s unavailability, the retailer’s
private label could be an attractive alternative and may be
bought instead. In conclusion, we expect the following:

H4: When a delisting takes place in an assortment with a large
versus small share of private labels, (a) retailers are less
vulnerable and (b) manufacturers are more vulnerable.

Assortment deal frequency. Similar to the aforementioned
deal frequency of the delisted brand, the deal frequency of the
assortment is defined by the proportion of time a deal is issued in
an assortment (Bell, Chang, and Padmanabhan 1999), in the
period before the delisting. In line with the reasoning for brand
deal frequency, we assume that assortments with high deal fre-
quency are more likely to attract deal-prone customers, who tend
to buy because of the promotional deal (Mazursky, LaBarbera,
and Aiello 1987). Hence, consumers are more likely to
have experience with buying competing brands because there
have been multiple promotional triggers to do so. As a result,
when consumers are confronted with a conflict delisting, they are
more willing to substitute brands. Thus, we expect the following:

H5: When a delisting takes place in an assortment with high versus
low deal frequency, (a) retailers are less vulnerable and (b)
manufacturers are more vulnerable.

Category Characteristics

Necessity/impulse. Impulse categories are categorieswith a
higher tendency to be bought on awhim or when the urge strikes
(Assael 1995), whereas purchases in necessity categories tend to
be planned in advance (Bell, Chang, and Padmanabhan 1999).
That, combined with the fact that consumers generally are aware
of a highly publicized conflict delisting before they step into the
store, puts retailers as well as manufacturers in a more vulner-
able position in necessity versus impulse categories. Consumers
are more inclined to consciously adjust their shopping plans
according to their needs in necessity than in impulse categories.
Prior literature has indeed shown that purchases of necessity
products are more likely to happen in a planned and structured
way compared with impulse purchases, which are not given a lot
of thought prior to the shopping trip (Sharma, Sivakumaran, and
Marshall 2010). We expect the following:

H6: When a delisting takes place in necessity versus impulse
categories, (a) retailers are more vulnerable and (b) manu-
facturers are more vulnerable.

Model
We study the change in market position of the retailer and
manufacturer resulting from the conflict delisting to measure
each party’s vulnerability during the conflict delisting. Hence,
our key dependent variables focus on the change in category
and brand market position, comparing the period during the
delisting with the period before. To adequately capture both
dependent variables, our modeling approach should address
four issues. First, our model should account for measures that
are comparable over different categories, potentially with dif-
ferent volume units. Second, we should select a “before” period
that accounts for enough purchases to make a reliable com-
parison basis. Third, we need to account for potential scaling
effects that are caused by absolute differences in market
position. Finally, our approach should account for a potential
correlation between observations of (1) multiple brands that are
affected in the same category and (2) the same brand that is
affected in different categories (both instances occur in our data;
see “Data” section). We address these issues as follows.

First, to make our measures for market position compar-
able over categories with different volume units, we study the
manufacturer’s brand share (i.e., volume sales of the afflicted
brand in a particular category across all retailers divided by the
total volume sales in that category across all retailers) and the
retailer’s category share (i.e., volume sales of the afflicted
retailer in a particular category divided by the total volume sales
in that category across all retailers).2 Not only are these
measures unit free, but they also allow us to control for the
competition in the market as well as for factors that affect the
whole-category demand during the focal time span, such as
seasonality and holiday periods (Hanssens, Parsons, and
Schultz 2001, p. 50). Second, to obtain a reliable estimate of the
market position before the conflict delisting as the basis of
comparison, we must use a sufficiently long period before the
delisting to ensure that we observe enough purchases in this
period. In line with Gielens and Steenkamp (2007), and given
that we study frequently purchased consumer goods with dif-
ferent interpurchase times, we use an observation period of one
year before the delisting. Third, to account for potential scaling
effects that are caused by the fact that absolute and relative
changes in market positions are different for large versus
small a priori market shares, we divide our change in market
share variables by the average of the market share before and
during the delisting (for a similar practice, see Cleeren, Van
Heerde, and Dekimpe [2013]). Finally, because we measure
the change in brand share for a given brand in a given category,
we need to account for the fact that the same brand may be
involved in different categories and that a particular cat-
egory may involve different brands. Following Mizik and
Jacobson’s (2009) recommendation, we use a robust clus-
tered error–term estimation for our brand share model. Spe-
cifically, we estimate robust standard errors accounting for
these two potential sources of clustering as specified in
Lin (1994) and Cameron, Gelbach, and Miller (2011).

2We do not focus on the share of the afflicted brand at the afflicted
retailer, which would not be very insightful given the zero sales that
are bound to follow a conflict delisting.
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We use a regression framework to assess the impact of
manufacturer-brand, retailer-assortment, and category charac-
teristics on the change in retailer-category and manufacturer-
brand share. More specifically, we model the (transformed)3
change in retailer share for category c as

DRetailer Share*c = bRS0 + bRS1 Brand Equityc

+ bRS2 BrandDeal Frequencyc

+ bRS3 Assortment Sizec

+ bRS4 Private Label Sharec

+ bRS5 Assortment Deal Frequencyc

+ bRS6 Necessity=Impulsec + bRS7 Xc + ec,

(1)

where Xc denotes our control variable, that is, the change in the
relative category price. Since we study only one retailer, we
cannot test the effectiveness of strategic price actions during the
conflict delisting; we use price as a control variable instead.

Similar to the retailer sharemodel, the (transformed) change
in manufacturer share for brand b in category c is specified as
follows:

DBrand Share*bc = bBS0 + bBS1 Brand Equitybc

+ bBS2 BrandDeal Frequencybc

+ bBS3 Assortment Sizec

+ bBS4 Private Label Sharec

+ bBS5 Assortment Deal Frequencyc

+ bBS6 Necessity=Impulsec

+ bBS7 Xbc + ebc,

(2)

where Xbc denotes the control variable, that is, the change in
relative brand price. Given the nature of the dependent varia-
bles, it is not possible to model the correlation between the error
terms of the two equations because the observations in the two
models do not coincide. Still, the errors within the brand share
model may be correlated because of clustered observations.
Indeed, different brands of the same category may be affected
(for categories where the manufacturers holds different brands),
and a single brand may be affected in several categories (for
brands that are present in multiple categories). As mentioned
before, we estimate this brand share model using robust
standard errors to allow for the potential two-way clustering
(Cameron, Gelbach, and Miller 2011).

Data
We use sales data, delivered by GfK Belgium, that covers a
unique natural field experiment concerning a real-life “war”
between a major retailer with a 25%market share and a top-five
manufacturer in the Belgian fast-moving consumer goods
market.4 In February 2009, price negotiations between both

parties turned sour. As a consequence, the retailer decided to not
(re)order and thus to delist all of themanufacturer’s items across
different categories. The conflict period comprised four sub-
sequent weeks. At the end of the conflict period, both parties
reached an agreement, and the brands were reintroduced on the
supermarket shelves. The terms of the settlement were not
mentioned in the public press.

The power battle was highly publicized and received media
attention in all major and small newspapers and several TV and
radio journals and documentaries. To illustrate, during the
month that the conflict took place, we found more than 130
articles describing the conflict, spread over 14 Belgian journals,
and more than 30 articles released by the three main Belgian
press agencies. We read 10 conflict-related articles in four
Belgian magazines and found more than 50 online articles on
blogs, specialized economic websites, retail intelligence websites
(e.g., PlanetRetail), and German, Spanish, English, and French
news websites. As a result, consumers were well aware of the
power battle and the according conflict delisting, even before
they visited the involved retailer. The beginning and ending dates
of the conflict delisting period were clearly mentioned in the
press. All of the aforementioned information channels are clear
about the delisting’s executor, namely, the retailer. In contrast,
the media did not explicitly blame one of the parties for the
conflict but did provide information on its underlying reason: the
parties disagreed on new pricing conditions.

The conflict delisting took place in 47 categories, ranging
from cleaning (e.g., fabric softeners) to health and beauty care
(e.g., body lotion) to food and beverages (e.g., soup, iced tea).
In certain categories, multiple brands of the manufacturer had
been offered and were subsequently delisted. Likewise, certain
brands were present in more than one category. This led to 59
brand-category cases.

Dependent Variables

The change in share of the afflicted retailer in category c during
the conflict is the difference between the retailer’s category
share during and before the delisting, summarized as

DRetailer Sharec

=
Retailer Shareduringc - Retailer Sharebeforec�

Retailer Shareduringc + Retailer Sharebeforec

�.
2
,

(3)

where

Retailer Shareduringc

=

volume sales of the afflicted
retailer in category c during conflict
total volume sales in category c
across all retailers during conflict

, and

Retailer Sharebeforec

=

volume sales of the afflicted
retailer in category c before conflict
total volume sales in category c
across all retailers before conflict

,

As outlined earlier, retailer category share is defined as
the volume sales of the category at the afflicted retailer

3To account for the bounded range of the changes in retailer and
brand share, we use a logit-type transformation, as explained in the
“Data” section.

4Because of the delicacy of the conflict, the data provider has
requested us not to reveal the identity of the two involved parties.We
therefore cannot include any references to public press articles that
report on our case.
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relative to the sum of the volume sales in the same category
at all major retailers. In the denominator, we focus on the
six retailers with a minimum market share of at least 6%
(including the afflicted retailer).5 In this way, we cover 70%
of the grocery retail market. As mentioned in the “Model”
section, the period before the delisting is a one year period,
and the period during the delisting comprises the four
subsequent conflict weeks. We divide the change in retailer
share by the average of both shares to avoid potential scaling
effects.

Similarly, we define the change in brand share for brand b in
category c as

DBrand Sharebc

=
Brand Shareduringbc - Brand Sharebeforebc�

Brand Shareduringbc + Brand Sharebeforebc

�.
2
,

(4)

where

Brand Shareduringbc

=

volume sales of the afflicted brand b in
category c across all retailers during conflict

total volume sales in category c across
all retailers during conflict

, and

Brand Sharebeforebc

=

volume sales of the afflicted brand b in
category c across all retailers before conflict

total volume sales in category c across
all retailers before conflict

.

The brand share is calculated as the volume sales of the afflicted
brand in the afflicted category across all retailers, relative to the
volume sales of the afflicted category across all retailers. We
consider the same set of major retailers as in the retailer share
measure, use the same time spans for the “before” and “during”
periods, and again divide by the average of the share before and
during the delisting.

Because the changes in retailer and brand shares, as cal-
culated in Equations 3 and 4, have a bounded range and are
constrained to [-2, 2], we apply the logit-type transformation
prescribed by Lesaffre, Rizopulos, and Tsonaka (2007) to
normalize these variables:

DRetailer Share*c = ln

�
DRetailer Sharec + 2:01
2:01 - DRetailer Sharec

�
, and(5)

DBrand Share*bc = ln

�
DBrand Sharebc + 2:01
2:01 - DBrand Sharebc

�
.(6)

We add a small amount to avoid the expression taking the log
of 0 (see Cleeren, Van Heerde, and Dekimpe 2013).

Independent Variables

The variable operationalization is described in detail in Table 2.
Brand equity is defined as the total volume sales of the delisted
brand in the afflicted category, divided by the total volume sales
of all brands in the category (see Aaker 1996), in the period
before the conflict delisting. We use the same definition in the
retailer share model, except when there are multiple delisted
brands in the category. In that case, we use the sum of the
delisted brands’ equities.

To operationalize the (brand as well as assortment) deal
frequencymeasures,we combine an additional promotional data
set (also delivered by GfK) with our sales data set. The delisted
brand’s deal frequency is measured as the average number of
SKUs of the delisted brand on sale per week relative to the
average weekly number of SKUs on sale for competing brands.
We use the same measure for the retailer share model, unless
there were multiple afflicted brands in the category. In that case,
brand deal frequency is calculated as the market share weighted
average of the previously mentioned delisted brand’s deal
frequencies (see Raju 1992). The assortment’s deal frequency is
measured as the average weekly number of SKUs on sale in the
assortment at the involved retailer relative to the average weekly
number of SKUs on sale at competing retailers. All deal fre-
quency measures are based on the period before the delisting.

We define the assortment’s size as the relative number of
brands offered at the afflicted retailer’s product category relative
to the average number of brands offered in the product category
by all competing retailers (Sloot,Verhoef, andFranses 2005). The
assortment’s private label share is expressed as the sales volume
of the involved retailer’s store brands in the category, relative to
the total category sales volume at the involved retailer (Fader and
Lodish 1990). To avoid endogeneity problems,we again focus on
the period before the delisting to construct these measures.

We measure the necessity/impulse nature of the category
on a seven-point Likert scale. We asked a convenience sample
consisting of 26 participants to indicate the usual nature of their
purchases in each category, from 1 = “totally planned” to 7 =
“completely impulsive.” This classification is similar to what
has been used in previous research (e.g., Campo and
Breugelmans 2015; Fok et al. 2006). Finally, the control variable
price is measured as the difference in average brand or retailer
price between the period during and before the conflict delisting,
relative to the weighted average price of the competing brands
or retailers, for the brand and retailer share models, respectively.

Results
Descriptive Statistics

The descriptive statistics for the dependent as well as the in-
dependent variables are displayed in Table 3. The antecedents
have sufficient variation to be investigated. The afflicted brand’s
equity equals .19 on average, while the afflicted retail store
holds an assortment that tends to be larger than those of the
competing retailers (on average, ratio > 1). The private label
brands hold a share of about 25% on average.

When looking at the transformed dependent measures (as
defined in Equations 5 and 6 and reported in Table 3), we see

5The afflicted retail chain consists of dependent (franchised) as
well as independent stores. The press articles clearly stated that
only the dependent stores were involved in the conflict delist-
ing and that the independent stores, which have access to the
manufacturer’s brands through different channels, were not.
Therefore, we refer to the dependent stores of the retail chain as
the afflicted retailer and leave the independent stores out of our
study.
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that the retailer is more vulnerable than the manufacturer. If
we compare the change inmarket share with the market share
before the delisting (i.e., using nontransformed measures
because of interpretation), we find, over all brand-category
combinations, an average shift in brand share of -4.33%,
and, over all categories, an average shift in retailer share of
-8.75%. So even though we find that both parties lose
substantially during the conflict delisting under research, the
retailer is more vulnerable given the larger negative shift
in retailer share. This is in line with earlier findings of
Draganska, Klapper, and Villas-Boas (2010), who find that
bargaining power in the ground-coffee market lies mainly
with the manufacturer.

The results further indicate that the retailer experiences
negative shifts in share for 31 out of the 47 afflicted categories.
In these cases, the afflicted retailer lost sales to the competing
retailers. The manufacturer, on the other hand, experiences
negative shifts in share for 36 out of 59 brand-category com-
binations. In these cases, the afflicted manufacturer lost sales to
the competing manufacturers.

Estimation Results

The estimation results for the retailer share and brand share
model are displayed in Table 4. Bothmodels have a reasonable
model fit (R2 = .237 for both models). The maximum variance
inflation factor values (1.898 and 1.863 for the retailer and
brand share model, respectively) are well below 10 (Hair et al.
2010, p. 204), indicating that multicollinearity is not a concern.

With regard to the manufacturer-brand characteristics, the
estimation results for brand equity confirm that the retailer is

more vulnerable when a high- versus low-equity brand gets
delisted (b = -1.702, p < .05). In contrast, the manufacturer
is less vulnerable when a high- versus low-equity brand gets
delisted (b = .355, p < .05). Brand equity thus seems to be an
effective buffer for brand manufacturers to protect their
share, while at the same time it reduces retailer share, in
support of H1a–b. As we hypothesized in H2b, we find that a
higher brand deal frequency increases manufacturer vul-
nerability (b = -.199, p < .05). This result is in line with our
expectation that brand switching is more likely to occur when
consumers were offered several incentives to buy (try out)
brands on sale before the delisting (see Sloot and Verhoef
2008). In contrast, we do not find support for H2a; the effect
of the brand’s deal frequency on the retailer’s share is
nonsignificant (b = .172, p > .10).

Regarding the retailer-assortment characteristics, we find
support for the hypotheses on assortment size (H3a–b), indi-
cating that large assortments make the retailer less vulnerable
(b = .631, p < .10), whereas they make the manufacturer more
vulnerable in conflict situations (b = -.304, p < .01). Large
assortments offer more alternatives to consumers in case a
product is unavailable (Fitzsimons 2000) and thus offer pro-
tection for the retailer in a conflict delisting. Moreover, large
assortments tend to draw a greater number of customers to the
retailer, which comes at the expense of the manufacturer’s
power (Draganska and Klapper 2007). Even though prior lit-
erature has suggested that private labels have contributed to the
retailer’s power (Ailawadi et al. 2010), we do not find support
forH4a (b = -.950, p> .10), nor forH4b (b = -.260, p> .10). The
share of private labels thus neither significantly protects the

TABLE 2
Independent Variable Operationalizationsa

Variable Operationalization

Manufacturer-Brand Characteristicsa
Brand equity Sales volume of the delisted brand in the category, relative to the total sales volume in

the category

Brand deal frequency Averageweekly number of SKUs of the delisted brand on sale in the category, relative to
average weekly number of SKUs on sale for competing brands

Retailer-Assortment Characteristics
Assortment size Number of brands offered in the product category by the afflicted retailer, relative to the

number of brands offered in the category averaged over the competing retailers

Private label share Sales volume of the afflicted retailer’s private label brands, relative to the afflicted
retailer’s category sales volume

Assortment deal frequency Average weekly number of SKUs on sale in the category at the afflicted retailer, relative
to the averageweekly number of SKUs on sale in the category at the competing retailers

Category Characteristic
Necessity/Impulse Rating on a seven-point Likert scale, where 1 = “absolute necessity” and 7 = “absolute

impulse”

Control
DPrice Difference in the delisted brand (retailer) price per volume unit during and before

conflict, relative to theweighted average price of the competing brands (retailers) for the
brand (retailer) share model

aIn the retailer sharemodel, we have adaptedmanufacturer-brandmeasures for categorieswithmultiple delisted brands.More particularly, the brand
equity measure in that case is the sum of the delisted brand’s equities, while brand deal frequency is calculated as the market share weighted
average of the delisted brand’s deal frequencies.
Notes: All independent variables are operationalized on the basis of the period before the conflict delisting.
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retailer nor hurts the afflicted manufacturer. Similar to our
results with respect to the afflicted brand’s deal frequency, we
find that the assortment’s deal frequency only influences the
brand share (b = -.005, p > .10 and b = -.844, p < .05 for the
retailer and brand share model, respectively). We thus find
support for H5b but not for H5a. This again suggests that past
promotional incentives maymake consumersmore comfortable
substituting brands in case of unavailability because of their
prior experience with different brands.

Finally, for the category characteristic of necessity/impulse,
we find that retailers (b = .239, p < .10) aswell asmanufacturers
(b = .122, p < .05) are less vulnerable when the conflict delist-
ing takes place in impulse versus necessity categories, as we
suggested in H6a–b . Indeed, purchases in necessity categories
are planned in advance (Bell, Chang, and Padmanabhan 1999),
which allows consumers to consider the information on the
conflict delisting situation before the shopping trip takes place.
The control variable, difference in price, is not significant for
the brand or the retailer share model.

Simulations

To quantify the sales losses for both parties during the
conflict, we first calculate the impact for an average brand and
category, using the parameter estimates for the retailer and
brand share model, as displayed in Table 4, and the variables’
averages, displayed in Table 3. Next, to quantify the impact

of different brand and category characteristics, we simulate
the average change in share for a number of different sce-
narios wherein we focus on one characteristic pertinent to the
manufacturer (brand equity) and one characteristic pertinent
to the retailer (assortment size). We use the maximum and
minimum values for high and low brand equity and for large
and small assortment size.

We find that the average afflicted brand loses 8.4% brand
share during the conflict delisting, while the average retailer
category share decreases by 21.2%, confirming our result that
both parties lose but the retailer loses more during the conflict.
For the highest-equity brand, we find that, ceteris paribus, the
manufacturer could win 13.2% brand share, whereas the retailer
risks losing 69.0% share during the conflict delisting. In con-
trast, for the lowest-equity brand, the manufacturer can lose
up to 14.2% share, whereas the retailer can gain 17.1% share
during the delisting period, ceteris paribus.When the assortment
size is set to its maximum, manufacturers can lose up to 29.3%
and retailers can gain 32.7% share during the conflict delisting,
ceteris paribus. When the assortment size is lowest, manu-
facturers can gain 6.1% and retailers can lose 43.0% share
during the conflict delisting.

It is clear from all these insights that, on average, both
parties lose share during a conflict delisting. Yet, there are also
scenarios in which one party turns out to gain share. The media
attention surrounding the delistingmay increase the consumer’s
awareness of both the manufacturer’s brands and the retailer’s
category (Berger, Sorensen, and Rasmussen 2010). Fur-
thermore, the perceived scarcity of the delisted product may
make the brand or category look exclusive, which increases
its attractiveness and choice probability (Cialdini 1985; Van
Herpen, Pieters, and Zeelenberg 2014). This is more likely to
occur for high-equity brands and categories for which the retailer
is deemed an expert (e.g., because it holds a large assortment).

Robustness Checks

We ran an extensive number of tests to show the robustness of
our results. We first performed a sensitivity analysis on the

TABLE 4
Estimation Results During Versus Before

Conflict Period

Variable
Retailer Share
Model (N 5 47)

Brand Share
Model (N 5 59)

Intercept -1.109 (.750) .266 (.163)
Brand equity -1.702** (.694) .355** (.184)
Brand deal

frequency
.172 (.562) -.199** (.115)

Assortment size .631* (.421) -.304*** (.093)
Assortment deal

frequency
-.005 (1.087) -.844** (.276)

Private label share -.950 (.857) -.260 (.226)
Necessity/impulse .239* (.165) .122** (.050)
ΔPrice -.148 (.442) -.208 (.192)

*p < .1 (one-tailed).
**p < .05 (one-tailed).
***p < .01 (one-tailed).
Notes: Parameter estimates are shown, with standard errors in

parentheses.

TABLE 3
Descriptive Statistics

Retailer
Share
Model

(N 5 47)

Brand
Share
Model

(N 5 59)

M SD M SD

Dependent Variablesa

Shift in retailer share -.24 .91
Shift in brand share -.09 .31

Independent Variables
Manufacturer-Brand
Characteristics
Brand equity .24 .21 .19 .20
Brand deal frequency .17 .25 .15 .23

Retailer-Assortment
Characteristicsb
Assortment size 1.24 .32 1.21 .29
Private label share .25 .20 .27 .21
Assortment deal frequency .38 .14 .38 .16

Category Characteristicb
Necessity/impulse 3.06 1.00 2.94 .94

Control
DPrice .07 .33 -.03 .17

aStatistics are for the transformed dependent variables as explained in
Equations 5 and 6.

bEven though the operationalizations of the retailer-assortment and
category characteristics are exactly the same for both models, they
have slightly different means and standard deviations permodel. This
is because of the presence of multiple brands in certain categories,
resulting in certain brand-category cases repeating the same retailer-
assortment and category characteristics.
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number of weeks used to determine the period during the
conflict delisting. Because the afflicted retailer may still have
stock left, a conflict delisting may not directly lead to an out-of-
stock situation.We therefore tested the robustness of our results
by leaving out the first week of the delisting to control for
potential stock effects. We found that our analyses that con-
sidered only weeks 2–4 did not improve the results (lower R2

for both models), nor did our substantive findings change.
Although sales might not immediately drop to zero because of
remaining stock, we did find evidence that sales of the involved
brands at the afflicted retailer dropped significantly during the
conflict period comparedwith their levels before (paired sample
t-test result: t(57) = -3.82, p < .001).

Second, we verified whether the primary category demand
changed as a result of the conflict delisting. Given that our
dependent variables (i.e., market shares) do not offer insights
into possible primary demand effects such as purchase post-
ponement or cancellation, we compared the average daily
category sales during the delisting period with the average daily
category sales of the one-year period before the delisting across
all retailers. Results across the 47 categories show that there is
no significant difference in average daily category sales before
and during the conflict delisting (t(46) = -1.13, p > .10), ruling
out any primary demand effects. This is in line with prior
literature on product unavailability indicating that primary
demand reactions typically occur less often than brand or
store switching (Campo, Gijsbrechts, and Nisol 2000; Sloot and
Verhoef 2008; Verhoef and Sloot 2010).

Third,we reran ourmodelswhile controlling for the t-values
of predelisting trends in manufacturer brand share and retailer
category share. This approach, based on Pauwels and Hanssens
(2007), allows us to control for the tendencies of the
(manufacturer-brand or retailer-category) volume shares before
the conflict took place. For each of the 47 product categories
(and 59 brand-category cases), we regressed the monthly sales
volume share of the afflicted retailer (brand) in a category during
the 12-month period before the delisting on an intercept and a
time trend. We inserted the resulting trend’s t-value in our
retailer share (brand share) model as extra control variables.
Although these trends before the delisting had a significant
impact on retailer and brand share, the substantive results of
both models remained unchanged.

Fourth, apart from assortment size, category assortment
differentiation might affect retailer and manufacturer vul-
nerability because it influences the substitutability of
brands in the category (Bell, Chang, and Padmanabhan 1999).
However, none of the five commonly used differentiation
or competition measures (i.e., the Herfindahl index, the
Rosenbluth–Hall–Tideman index, the entropy measure, the
variance of brand shares measure, and the proportion of high-
equity brands; see Dhar andHoch 1997; Raju 1992; Sloot and
Verhoef 2008) improved model fit (adjusted R2). Parameter
estimates for these measures were always nonsignificant,
likely because of multicollinearity issues with the brand
equity or the assortment size variables. We believe this issue
of multicollinearity is linked to the limited degrees of free-
dom in our models (because of a limited number of cases),
which underscores the importance of striving for parsimony
in our models.

Fifth, we tested a number of additional category-related
drivers. To control for a potential difference between categories
that are often and less frequently bought, we included the
categories’ purchase frequencies, operationalized as the average
number of times that a household bought the category the year
before the conflict delisting (Bell, Chang, and Padmanabhan
1999), as an additional variable in the model. Furthermore, we
tested for the impact of household penetration, operationalized
as the percentage of households that made at least one purchase
in the product category (Fader and Lodish 1990). These vari-
ables were not significant in either model and did not increase
the adjusted R2 of the model. We also accounted for the
storable/perishable and the hedonic/utilitarian nature of the
product category, according to evaluations by 26 consumers
who rated the categories on seven-point Likert scales (Macé
and Neslin 2004). Parameter estimates for these variables
were insignificant, and their inclusion led to a decrease in
adjusted R2 in both models. Replacing the necessity/impulse
variable with the hedonic/utilitarian measure also resulted in
lower adjust R2 for both models. For parsimony reasons, all
of these category-related variables were left out of the final
models.

Sixth, to rule out the possibility that our brand equitymeasure,
based on the brand’s market share one year before the conflict,
reflects a scale effect rather than an equity effect, we replaced it
with a measure of brand familiarity, namely, the number of
households that bought the delisted brand, relative to the total
number of households that bought in the category, one year
before the conflict. The results for both models remained similar.

Seventh, a promotion change variable instead of or on top
of a price change variable was added to the models to test for
the impact of shifts in price promotions before and during the
conflict delisting. This did not improve the fit of the models.
This might be because we consider only one conflict case,
involving the same manufacturer and retailer in all brand and
category cases, which substantially reduces the variability in the
price promotion variable over brands and categories. Given our
degrees of freedom, we did not retain the promotion change
variable in the final model, in an attempt to keep it parsimonious.

Finally, inspired by, for instance, Sloot, Verhoef, and
Franses (2005), we tested for interaction effects between our
explanatory variables. For example, we investigated inter-
actions between brand equity and the necessity/impulse char-
acter of the category, and between the size of the assortment
and the necessity/impulse category characteristic, to capture
whether the positive (negative) effects of brand equity for the
manufacturer (retailer) and the positive (negative) effects of
assortment size for the retailer (manufacturer) are stronger in
particular categories. We did not find evidence for this; neither
did we find evidence for other interaction effects.

When the Clash Ends
Whereas the previous sections focus on changes in market
performance during the conflict, in this section we explore what
happens after the conflict is resolved, that is, once the afflicted
manufacturer’s brands are reintroduced to the afflicted retailer’s
shelves. Our a priori expectations aremixed and threefold. First,
we expect that the negative effects that we observe for both
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parties will endure, even after the conflict is settled. Indeed, the
consumer´s experience with competing brands and stores may
have altered their preferences, loyalty, and shopping habits
permanently. In contrast, when consumers revert to their “old”
(predelisting) habits after the conflict is settled, there will be no
long-term consequence of the conflict delisting. Prior literature
on reactance theory has even suggested that there could be
positive after-conflict effects, stipulating that a perceived
reduction of one’s freedom to choose may trigger reactance
behavior (Brehm1966; Verhallen andRobben 1994). Thismay
imply that consumers want a product even more or buy a
category in a particular supermarket evenmore oftenwhen they
had the impression that the range of available alternatives
was limited for a temporary (a priori unknown) period of
time. Positive after-conflict effects may also be triggered by
increased brand salience coming from the media attention
surrounding the conflict delisting (Berger, Sorensen, and
Rasmussen 2010). Compared with standard advertising
messages, the publicity surrounding a conflict delisting is
rather uncommon and may therefore be more memorable
(Ahluwalia, Burnkrant, and Unnava 2000). Reactance be-
havior, as well as atypical media messages, may generate
sympathy and awareness for the involved retailer and/or
brand, which may translate into increased purchases of the
afflicted retailer and/or brand.

To provide a first insight into potential long-term con-
sequences of a conflict delisting, we performed a structural-
break unit-root analysis on the log-transformed retailer and
brand shares,6 as introduced by Perron (1989, 1994). We
broaden the observation window to one year before and one
year after the conflict and model the log-transformed retailer
share for category c and month t as:

logRetailer Share*ct = aRS + gRS1 trendt

+ rRSRetailer Sharec,t-1
+ cRS1 D logRetailer Sharec,t-1

+ cRS2 D logRetailer Sharec,t-2

+ qRS1 DAftert

+ qRS2 DPulse Aftert + gRS2 Pricect

+ gRS3 DPulse Duringt + ect,

(7)

where

Retailer Sharect

=

volume sales of the afflicted retailer
in category c at month t

total volume sales in category c
across all retailers at month t

.

Equation 7 can be divided into three parts. The first two lines are
better known as the augmented Dickey–Fuller test. As pre-
scribed by Perron (1989, 1994), we tested for the presence of
a unit root (rRS = 1) against the alternative hypothesis of a
stationary time series (rRS < 1). The resulting test statistic does
not reveal a unit root; thus, it indicates that the retailer share
model in Equation 7 is stationary (F(1, 46) = 9.15, p < .01).

Following common practice, we added two lagged first dif-
ferences of Log Retailer Share for the residuals series to be
white noise.7

In the second part of the equation, we include two dummy
variables to test for a structural change. DAftert is a step dummy
that switches from 0 to 1 in the first month after the delisting and
stays 1 thereafter. The accompanying parameter qRS1 indicates
the change in the intercept after the conflict delisting and
therefore captures the long-term effect in the aftermath of the
delisting.DPulseAftert is a pulse dummy that is equal to 1 in the
first month after the conflict delisting and 0 in all other months.
This variable is added to ensure statistical properties (Perron
1994).8 Pricect (the average price at the afflicted retailer in cat-
egory c of month t) andDPulse Duringt (a pulse dummy variable
that equals 1 during the conflict delisting and 0 otherwise) are
added as control variables in the last part of the equation.

The results for the structural-break analysis for the afflicted
retailer’s share are displayed in Table 5, Panel A. Because the
parameter estimate for the step dummy DAftert (qRS1 = -.050,
p > .10) is nonsignificant, the results show that once the
agreement was reached, there was no long-term impact on the
afflicted retailer’s volume share. This indicates that the retailer
share recovered to the predelisting level.

The log-transformed brand share of month t for brand
b in category c is modeled in a similar fashion as Equation
7, with three lagged differences. Contrary to the retailer
share model, the brand share model does contain a unit root
(F(1, 58) = 1.14, p > .10). Therefore, following Deleersnyder
et al. (2002), we continue our structural-break analysis on
the differenced log-transformed brand share as shown in
Equation 8:

DLogBrand Share*bct
= aBS + cBS1 D logBrand Sharebc,t-1

+ cBS2 D logBrand Sharebc,t-2

+ cBS3 D logBrand Sharebc,t-3

+ qBS1 DPulse Aftert

+ gBS1 DPricebct
+ gBS2 DDPulse Duringt
+ ebctt,

(8)

6Logit-type transformation of both retailer and brand share, as
prescribed by Lesaffre, Rizopulos, and Tsonaka (2007).

7We apply the top-down procedure as described by Perron (1989,
1994) to determine the number of lagged differences to incorporate in
the model. That is, we start out with a maximum number of lagged
differences, which we reduce until all lagged differences included are
significant, while the next in line is not significant anymore. In our case,
the maximum number of lagged differences to include is set to three in
order to retain enough observations prior to the delisting.On the basis of
this procedure, we retained two lagged differences for the retailer share
model and three lagged differences for the brand share model. A
robustness check, in which we added four lagged differences in the
brand share model, showed no change in substantive findings.

8We also tested for a potential trend break (i.e., a change in the
growth rate of the trend), by including a trend break variable.
Denoting the first month after the conflict delisting as TB, this
variable takes the value of t - TB + 1 when t < TB, and 0 otherwise.
This variable was not significant in the retailer share model
described in Equation 7, and therefore it was left out of the analyses.
The same holds for the brand share model.
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where

Brand Sharebct

=

volume sales of the afflicted brand
b in category c in month t

total volume sales in category c
across all retailers in month t

.

Explanatory variables are operationalized in an identical way,
except for the price variable, which now is the average price for
the afflicted brand b in category c of month t. Using a differ-
enced (log-transformed) brand share as dependent variable also
changes the interpretation of the dummy variables that represent
the structural change.9 The parameter associated with the pulse
dummyDPulseAftert in thisfirst difference Equation 8 captures
the long-term level shifts (and is therefore similar in inter-
pretation to the step dummy DAftert in the retailer share
Equation 7). The estimation results are displayed in Table 5,
Panel B. The structural change dummy variable, DPulse Aftert,
is significantly positive (qBS1 = .152, p < .10). Hence, there is a
long-term level rise in the manufacturer’s brand share after the
conflict is resolved.10 The finding that the manufacturer’s brand
share goes up permanently after the settlement of the conflict
is in line with reactance theory (Brehm 1966; Verhallen and
Robben 1994) as well as the increased awareness triggered by
the media attention (Skurnik et al. 2005). It suggests that the
temporary restriction of one’s freedom to choose and the
“atypical” messages in the press have increased the sympathy
and choice probability for delisted brands once products are
available again on all supermarket shelves.

In conclusion, based on these structural-break analyses, the
retailer’s share was not affected after the conflict’s resolution
and thus returned to the predelisting level. In contrast, the
manufacturer’s share was positively influenced after the set-
tlement. The substitution costs connected to a switch of brands
may be lower and therefore easier tomaintain in the aftermath of
the conflict compared with the transaction costs involved in
switching stores. Thismay explain the persistent positive effects
on manufacturer brand share and the null effects on retailer
share. Simple descriptive statistics comparing the average
“before” period share with the average “after” period share
support thesefindings (for retailer share:mean difference= .000,
p > .010; for brand share: mean difference = .011; p < .05).

To test whether our conceptual model for the during–before
analysis generalized to the after–before analysis, we specified a
model similar to the one in Equations 1 and 2, using the shift in
brand (retailer) share one year after versus one year before the
conflict as the dependent variable. Interestingly, none of our
manufacturer-brand, retailer-assortment, or category variables
affected the change in market share after versus before the
conflict. We speculate that while unavailability is key in
the period during the conflict, the salience effect created by
the media attention is more prominent in the after-conflict
period. Because media attention was devoted to the conflict
as a whole rather than to the specific involved brands, we
surmise that the salience effect is spread equally over all affected
brands, minimizing the cross-case variation in the long-term
effect. We acknowledge, however, that further research
involving different conflict cases is necessary to unveil potential
variables that influence the long-term effect of a conflict delisting.

Conclusion
Conflict delistings are occurring more and more frequently. Like
manufacturers, retailers increasingly tend to hold their ground
and are willing to execute a product delisting when negotiations
strand. This suggests, as described byDraganska, Klapper, and
Villas-Boas (2010), that retailers have more bargaining power
today than in the past and that the two parties can be considered
equal when it comes to resisting pressure during negotiations.
Our study offers a useful context for assessingwho is less/more
vulnerable and thus who (in hindsight) truly held the strongest

TABLE 5
Structural-Break Results

Variable
Parameter
Estimate SE

Retailer Share Model
Time Series Operators
Trendt .006 .004
log Retailer Sharect-1 .777*** .074
Dlog Retailer Sharect-1 -.415*** .056
Dlog Retailer Sharect-2 -.228*** .033

Structural Change Dummies
DAftert -.050 .060
DPulse Aftert -.040 .050

Control Variables
Pricect -.000** .000
DPulse Duringt -.184* .104

Differenced Brand Share Model
Time Series Operators
Dlog Brand Sharebct, t-1 -.528*** .056
Dlog Brand Sharebct, t-2 -.207*** .077
Dlog Brand Sharebct, t-3 -.121** .052

Structural Change Dummy
DPulse Aftert .152* .077

Control Variables
DPricebt -.005*** .001
DDPulse Duringt .001 .043

*p < .1 (two-tailed).
**p < .05 (two-tailed).
***p < .01 (two-tailed).

9In Equation 8, we calculate the differences of the values of the
dependent and independent variables between times t and time t - 1.
The pulse dummyDPulse Aftert in the differenced model equals 1 in
the month after the conflict delisting and 0 otherwise, and therefore it
exactly measures the long-term level shift from the month during the
conflict delisting (t - 1) to the first month after it (t). To measure the
impact on the growth rate, we tested for a potential trend break by
including DAftert in the first difference Equation 8, which now
captures the difference in growth rate and therefore equals 1 in every
period after the delisting. As in the retailer share model, this variable
was not significant and therefore was left out of the analyses.

10It is interesting to note that the control variable DPulse Duringt
is significant and negative for the retailer share model (gRS3 = -.184,
p < .10) but not significant for the brand share model (gBS2 = .001, p >
.10). This is consistent with earlier results showing that the retailer
is hurt more than the manufacturer, and it illustrates the important
cross-case variations (generating the nonsignificant effect for the
brand share model).
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position, by studying the sales consequences of a conflict de-
listing. Given the unavailability of the affected products at the
afflicted retailer, both parties can be vulnerable and lose sales as
consumers who seek an unavailable product have the choice
to switch either brands or stores. The increased frequency and
potential important negative consequences of such conflict
delistings stand in sharp contrast with the very limited attention
devoted to this topic in academia. To provide insights into who
gains the upper hand in such a delisting, we use sales data of
a large-scale, real-life conflict delisting initiated by a major
retailer against a major manufacturer, involving 47 categories
and 59 brand-category cases.

Our study shows that a conflict delisting is a no-win sit-
uation: both parties lost substantial market share during the
conflict across all categories and brands, as well as for the
majority of categories and brands.Hence, from the point of view
of sales losses, executing conflict delistings does not benefit any
party. This is in line with Sharp (2011), who states that always
being physically available is an important condition for grow-
ing brands. Therefore, manufacturers and retailers need to cau-
tiously weigh the possibility of getting what they want out of
a negotiation against the negative sales consequences of a
delisting.

At the same time, our results indicate that among both these
titans, the retailer is the one that lost relatively more share and
therefore was more vulnerable than the manufacturer. We con-
firm this finding not only during the conflict delisting (in
which simulations point to a larger average sales loss for the
retailer), but also when the clash ended (in which results point
out that the retailer share recovered to the predelisting level,
while themanufacturer actually experienced a long-term gain).
Business press examples point out that very often, the retailer
initiates the delisting and effectively stops ordering the manu-
facturer’s items (Ritson 2010). This was also the case in our
study. Our findings suggest that this is a very dangerous strategy
because the retailer turns out to be the most vulnerable party
when the voice of the consumers is taken into account. We
believe that our results are rather conservative because we focus
only on afflicted categories and brands. Negative consequences
can be even larger when consumers also shift their purchases
from other nonafflicted categories to a competing store, further
fostering the vulnerability of the retailer. In conclusion, despite
the retailer having gained the power to stand up to the manu-
facturer (Ailawadi et al. 2010), our results show that in a conflict
delisting, the retailer still is the most vulnerable party. Con-
sumers punished the retailer more than the manufacturer during
the conflict, and the manufacturer actually benefitted in the
aftermath of the delisting. We speculate that these long-term
positive results on brand share are caused by the media attention
surrounding the conflict.

Although we show that, overall, both parties lose during the
conflict delisting, we find a lot of cross-case variability. To
create a better understanding of the factors that might moderate
the vulnerability of both parties, we investigate the impact of
several manufacturer-brand, retailer-assortment, and category
characteristics on the change in market positions. A first in-
teresting observation is that both parties are more vulnerable in
necessity categories, in which purchases tend to be planned
in advance. This can be explained by the fact that conflict

delistings commonly receive a lot of media attention, resulting
in consumers being well aware of the situation before they enter
the store.

In terms of manufacturer brand share, our results confirm
prior researchfindings on the critical role of brand equity (Aaker
1996; Keller 1993; Sloot, Verhoef, and Franses 2005). Building
strong brands is key in helping to protect the manufacturer
during a conflict delisting because consumers are more likely
to still buy the delisted brand elsewhere. Not surprisingly, a
manufacturer carrying low-equity brands is in a less powerful
position in a delisting. This result underscores the importance
of brand equity as a buffer against negative events such as a
conflict delisting. In contrast to Sharp’s (2011) disposition that
firms should not focus on building brand loyalty, we thus show
that building a loyal customer base can have important ad-
vantages. In addition to brand equity, deal frequency and the
assortment at the involved retailer play important moderating
roles in the manufacturer’s brand share position during the
conflict. If the category of the afflicted brand was highly pro-
moted in the period before the delisting and/or if the involved
retailer has a wide offer of acceptable alternatives, consumers
are much more likely to buy a competing brand at the same
retailer. While there is a lot of variation in the characteristics we
observe, the manufacturer in our case indeed holds several
high-equity brands (in 28 of the 59 brand-category cases, the
manufacturer’s brand holds an equity of more than 15%). The
manufacturer’s brands are not very often promoted; the (delisted)
brand’s deal frequency is lower than 10% for 37 of the 59
brand-category cases. This may explain why we observe lower
negative sales consequences for the manufacturer than the
retailer in our study.

In terms of retailer category share, we find—in line
with previous literature on product unavailability (Campo,
Gijsbrechts, andNisol 2000)—that a retailer hasmore leverage
in categories with a large assortment in which consumers can
easily find acceptable alternatives. Also from the retailer’s side,
the brand equities of the involved manufacturer’s portfolio are
important to keep in mind. Hence, upon deciding to engage in a
delisting, a retailer needs to balance the brand equity of the
involved brands with the retailer’s own strengths in terms of
assortment size. In our case, the retailer was left with the
short end of the stick, suggesting that its strengths (essen-
tially in terms of assortment size) did not measure up against
the strengths of the manufacturer (essentially in terms of
brand equity).

To our surprise, and counter to what has been suggested
in prior literature as one of the biggest reasons retailers
have become more powerful (Ailawadi et al. 2010), we
could not confirm that the share of private labels serves as
protection against retailer sales losses, nor could we confirm
that the manufacturer becomes more vulnerable when the
share of private labels in the category is high. These results
seem to suggest that the role of private labels in the
retailer–manufacturer power conundrum might be less
extensive than originally thought. A possible explanation
could be that among the categories we study, a high pro-
portion are cleaning or health and beauty categories (16 of 47),
which are categories in which private labels are typically
considered less acceptable.
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Managerial Implications
Thanks to the wide variation in the retailer-assortment,
manufacturer-brand, and category characteristics across dif-
ferent categories and brands, our results can inform retailers as
well asmanufacturers about which type of categories or brands
are particularly vulnerable to sales losses during a conflict
delisting, information that can be particularly helpful in making
the decision to threaten with or execute a delisting. Based on
parameter estimations of and simulations for themost influential
characteristics, we developed a marketing dashboard that may
guide both the manufacturer and the retailer that are involved
in tough negotiations (see Table 6). For both parties, we sum-
marizewhether it iswise to engage in (or threatenwith) a conflict
delisting, depending on different circumstances and focusing on
the outcomes during the conflict delisting period.

In the top portion of Table 6, we show under which cir-
cumstances a conflict delisting may be a viable strategy or one
that needs to be avoided from the manufacturer’s point of view.
Following the estimation results, category type, deal frequency,
assortment size, and brand equity are the decisive factors in
whether the brand will lose share during a conflict delisting.
Manufacturerswith brands that are offered in a necessity category
with high deal frequency are advised to not opt for (or threaten
with) a conflict delisting because it is likely to lead to a substantial
loss of market share. In these categories, consumers tend to plan
purchases in advance. Moreover, in the period before the de-
listing, consumers have had several monetary incentives to try a
variety of brands because of the high deal frequency. In these
circumstances, conflict delistings do not pay off for the manu-
facturer because consumers are more likely to a priori (before
entering the store) decide to buy one of the (several) other brands
they have used before. The opposite holds for brands that are
offered in an impulse category with low deal frequency. Because
of the unplanned character of purchases in the category, com-
bined with the consumer’s low experience in buying competing
brands, the manufacturer’s risk of getting hurt is lower, which
leads to the advice that a conflict delisting can be a viable strategy.

In the other two conditions (necessity plus low deal fre-
quency, and impulse plus high deal frequency), the advice not to
engage in (or threaten with) a conflict delisting depends on both
the manufacturer’s strength and the retailer’s strength. In the
case when purchases are planned in advance (necessity) but
where consumers have not had multiple incentives to try out
brands (low deal frequency), a conflict can be a viable strategy
except when the brand has a low equity and the retailer has
many alternatives to offer. Then, consumers will not side with
the delisted brand (manufacturer) because the retailer offers
several acceptable alternatives. In the case when purchases tend
to be unplanned (impulse) and consumers have had multiple
incentives to try out brands (high deal frequency), a conflict
delisting only pays off when the manufacturer’s brand equity is
high and the retailer’s assortment size is low. The favorable,
well-known brand then stands up against the limited number of
acceptable alternatives offered by the retailer.

Our advice to retailers heading for tough negotiations is
shown in the bottom portion of Table 6. According to the
estimation results, category type, brand equity, and assortment
size influence retailer share losses. We advise retailers not to
engage in (or threaten with) a conflict delisting in necessity
categories, except when they have the power (in the form of a
large assortment size) to defeat a weak opponent (a manu-
facturer with low brand equity). Conflict delistings are a viable
strategy for retailers in impulse categories, except when the
retailer’s assortment is small and the manufacturer’s brands
have high equity. In that case, consumers are likely to switch
stores to buy the well-known high-equity brand elsewhere.

In our discussion, we have assumed that a conflict delisting
involves one category only. In some conflicts (as in the case
under study), however, an involved manufacturer may hold a
variety of brands, and a conflict delisting therefore may cover
multiple categories. As shown in Table 6, this can result in a case
in which a retailer and manufacturer need to be advised about a
variety of conditions. Both parties need to carefully assess the
portfolio of brands that are involved during tough negotiations
and determine the share of impulse versus necessity categories,

TABLE 6
Marketing Dashboard

Category Our Advice

Decision Framework for the Manufacturer
Necessity
High deal frequency Do not engage in a conflict delisting.

Low deal frequency A conflict delisting can be a viable strategy, except when brand equity
is low and the retailer’s assortment size is high.

Impulse
High deal frequency Do not engage in a conflict delisting, except when brand equity is

high and the retailer’s assortment size is low.

Low deal frequency A conflict delisting can be a viable strategy.

Decision Framework for the Retailer
Necessity Do not engage in a conflict delisting, except when themanufacturer’s

brand equity is low and assortment size is high.

Impulse A conflict delisting can be a viable strategy, except when the
manufacturer’s brand equity is high and assortment size is low.
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the share of high versus low deal frequency brands (for the
manufacturer), and their own and their opponent’s stance in
terms of brand equity and assortment size. It is essential for both
parties to balance the negative sales consequences, especially for
low-equity brands (manufacturer) and categories with small
assortment size (retailer), against the potential gains from the
decision not to give in.

Apart from advising whether or not to engage in a
conflict delisting, our results are also useful when a conflict
delisting is deemed inevitable. Retailers then need to realize
that strategic reactions are necessary to attract customers
to the store and entice them to buy other products, given
that the retailer is more vulnerable than the manufacturer.
Although the retailer has the power to communicate with
consumers in store (e.g., suggesting alternative SKUs;
presenting apologies when consumers are in front of the
empty shelf), in-store promotions alone are likely insuffi-
cient because of the potentially strong impact of a highly
publicized delisting on store visit probability. In these out-
of-store communications, a retailer may especially want to
concentrate effort on protecting itself when the delisted
brands have high equity and/or the involved categories have
small assortments. Manufacturers, in contrast, could nur-
ture the critical role of brand equity, for instance by reminding
consumers of their strong brands in an attempt to endear them.
Finally, retailers andmanufacturers should pay special attention
to necessity categories in their communication and promotion
strategies following a conflict delisting, as sales losses for both
parties are more severe in these categories.

Limitations and Directions for
Further Research

First, although we were able to test the moderating impact of
different characteristics on the manufacturer’s and retailer’s
vulnerability because of the multitude of brands and categories
affected, our results are based on a natural experiment involving
one conflict delisting wherein the retailer decided to delist all of
the manufacturer’s brands from the shelves at once as a result of
price negotiations breaking down. Further research is necessary to
determinewhether our results generalize to other conflict delisting
settings. Future studies involving multiple conflict delisting cases
should investigate whether our findings are moderated by the
reason for the delisting or the initiating party. The moderating
impact of a mass delisting that receives high publicity versus a
delisting that is more gradually implemented could be useful to
research. Future research could also investigate multiple conflict
delisting cases with variation in strategic marketingmix reactions

of the involved and competingmanufacturers and retailers to shed
more light on the impact of such strategic actions.

Second, the single case focusing on a conflict between one
retailer and one manufacturer and the lack of perceptual (self-
reporting) data, along with our methodological choice for
aggregated models, puts limits on characteristics (e.g., con-
sumer or store characteristics) and drivers (e.g., perceived
quality of alternatives) that can be explored. We cannot explore
possible cross-store differences because we only have data at
the retailer-chain level and not the store-outlet level. Also,
we cannot mimic what would have happened if the con-
flict delisting had not taken place, since all brands of the
manufacturer were delisted from every store of the afflicted
retailer over the entire country and control groups therefore
are lacking. Furthermore, we looked only at the categories in
which the brands were delisted. Therefore, we do not account
for the possibility that consumers also reallocated their pur-
chases in categories that were not directly affected by the
conflict. Future research could bring insights into these issues.

Third, a more disaggregated analysis, for example at the
weekly level, would provide more insights into the underlying
dynamics during the conflict period. A household-level model
would lead to further insights into the topic by providing
information on potential cross-household differences in the
reaction to the conflict delisting. We leave these models as
avenues for future research.

Fourth, we focus on the changes in market position during
versus before the conflict delisting and explore what happens in
terms of market position when the clash ends. Our focus on
market shares, however, did not allow us to study other con-
sumer reactions, such as purchase deferral or cancellation.
Although the product unavailability literature has demonstrated
that these primary demand effects are generally less common
(Campo, Gijsbrechts, and Nisol 2000), and our own descriptive
results seem to confirm this, future research could investigate
these reactions in more detail.

Finally, our first exploratory analysis seems to indicate a
small but positive long-term impact of the conflict delisting for
the manufacturer. Future research should explore the mecha-
nisms underlying this effect and investigate whether this long-
term impact generalizes to other delisting settings.

Despite these limitations, we believe our study offers a
number of interesting new insights into the impact of conflict
delistings on the involved retailer and manufacturer, a topic that
has been largely ignored in academic research so far. We hope
that retailers and manufacturers facing the dilemma of whether
or not to delist brands in the context of tough negotiations will
benefit from our recommendations.
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